TAYSIDE CONTRACTS JOINT COMMITTEE
Dundee City Council
21 City Square
DUNDEE
DD1 3BY

10th March, 2021

TO:

ALL MEMBERS OF TAYSIDE
CONTRACTS JOINT COMMITTEE

Dear Sir/Madam
I refer to the agenda of business issued in relation to the MEETING of the TAYSIDE
CONTRACTS JOINT COMMITTEE to be held remotely on Monday, 15th March, 2021 and now
enclose the undernoted item of business which was not received at time of issue.
Yours faithfully
ROGER MENNIE
Clerk to the Joint Committee
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1.0

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

This report seeks the approval from the Joint Committee of the Business Plan for the
period 2021 to 2024.

2.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

It is recommended that the Joint Committee approves the attached Business Plan
(Appendix 1), which sets out the Vision, Mission and Strategic Priorities for Tayside
Contracts, and the actions to achieve the organisation`s purpose, to deliver excellent
services to our communities in Tayside.

3.0

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

3.1

This Business Plan aligns with the annual budgetary process which culminates in the
Revenue budget and Investment plan being submitted to the Joint Committee
(report number JC02-2021) at the same time as this report.

3.2

Detailed financial reports will continue to be brought to the Joint Committee on a
quarterly basis.

4.0

BACKGROUND

4.1

The Business Plan is a critical document for the success of Tayside Contracts, as it sets
the organisation’s direction for the next three years. The previous Business Plan for
the period 2017 to 2020, (report number JC12/2017 approved by the Joint
Committee at its meeting on 26 June 2017) expired at the end of financial year
2019/20, but was extended by another year due to the global pandemic (report no:
JC07/2020).

4.2

The new Business Plan for 2021-24 reflects the highly dynamic environment in which
we are operating, particularly as we look to recover from the harm of the COVID-19
pandemic. The Plan also builds on the internal strengths of the organisation, and the
opportunities available; whilst countering the weaknesses and threats facing Tayside
Contracts.

4.3

This Plan has benefitted by being created jointly, through extensive engagement with
a wide range of stakeholders:-
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1) Development Sessions with members of the Joint Committee on 4 February 2021.
2) Development session with the Governance and Strategy Group (GSG) on 12
February 2021. The GSG consists of a senior officer of each of the constituent
Councils and the members of the Tayside Contracts Executive Officer Team (EOT)
3) Engagement session with affiliated Trade Unions on 10 February 2021.
4) Multiple development sessions with managers across all areas of Tayside
Contracts, and engagement sessions with members of staff during February/
March 2021.
4.4

The contribution and advice from these stakeholder groups were invaluable in
producing a Business Plan which is ambitious, and which aligns with the expectations
of the Joint Committee and constituent Councils, whilst drawing on the passion
creativity and experience of our staff within the organisation.

4.5

The Business Plan is built on 5 Strategic Priorities (the 5 ‘Cs’):
•
•
•
•
•

Confidence, Trust and Relationships
Commercial Approach
Collaboration and Sharing
Continuous Improvement and Performance
Communities, Councils and Customers

4.6

Due to the exceptional circumstances of the global pandemic during the last 12
months, and the need to prioritise management and staff activities to ensuring the
safety and wellbeing of our employees and communities, progress with many of the
actions in the previous Business Plan have had to be suspended. Therefore, at this
point, there is no update report on the previous Business Plan. Relevant actions and
performance indicators have been incorporated into the new Business Plan, and will
be monitored, and reported to the Joint Committee in future, as detailed in section
6.0 below.

5.0

SERVICE IMPROVEMENT PLANS

5.1

As part of our Performance Management Framework, the Business Plan is the basis
for comprehensive Service Improvement Plans for each of the divisions and units
within Tayside Contracts.

5.2

These Service Improvement Plans contain the details of how each unit will contribute
to the achievement of the Business Plan objectives. They will also identify the key
operational targets and performance indicators which will be used to measure the
success of service delivery within these units, and therefore ultimately for Tayside
Contracts.

5.3

Individual employee contributions to the Business Plan and Service Improvement
Plans will be established through the 1 to 1 Tay Review process, for every member of
staff.
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6.0

MONITORING AND REPORTING

6.1

It is essential to building the trust and confidence of constituent Councils that there is
a clear monitoring process in place, to measure the performance of Tayside Contracts
in meeting the objectives and priorities detailed in the Business Plan.

6.2

To ensure that Joint Committee members can monitor our performance, an update
report will be provided to the June and November meetings of the Joint Committee,
over the life of the Business Plan.

6.3

Tayside Contracts’ progress and performance with the Business Plan will also feature
at the quarterly meeting of the Governance and Strategy Group.

7.0

EQUALITIES ASSESSMENT

7.1

The issues considered within this report have, as required by legislation, been the
subject of consideration from an equalities perspective.
An equalities impact assessment (EqIA) has been prepared and indicates an overall
positive assessment, primarily due to the proposals in the Plan to benefit our local
communities.

8.0

CONSULTATION

9.1

The development of the Business Plan has benefitted from an extensive series of
engagements detailed in section 4.0 above. Consultation has also included the Proper
Officer to the Joint Committee and appropriate officers within the constituent
Councils. The Clerk to the Joint Committee has also been consulted in the
preparation of the report.

9.0

BACKGROUND PAPERS
None

Keith McNamara
Managing Director
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Tayside Contracts
Business Plan 2021-24

“Delivering Excellence at the Heart of our
Communities”
NOTE: this is a `text only` version of the Plan. The final
approved Plan will be available online in a designed
version
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Introduction
Welcome to our Business Plan. This Plan sets out the direction for Tayside Contracts over the next
three years - where we intend to be by 2024, and how we will get there.
Since our last Business Plan, published in 2017, the local public service landscape has changed
radically. We have developed this Business Plan whilst the world continues to respond to the
massive health, social, and economic challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, which greatly adds to
the already changing climate of global economic uncertainty.
All we are in Tayside Contracts, and all we can be, is achieved through our people, who work so
hard, and so selflessly, every day to deliver excellent services to our communities. The pandemic has
severely challenged what we do, and our people in Tayside Contracts have reacted magnificently - as
we have had to adapt constantly, to deliver our vital services. Their inspirational response to such
uniquely demanding circumstances gives us great confidence that our people in Tayside Contracts
can rise to the challenge - whatever the next three years presents.
The economic impact of the pandemic will be felt by all of us for many years. In common with our
constituent Councils, Tayside Contracts will not be immune from the significant financial constraints
public services will be under, as the country recovers from record financial borrowing levels to
respond to the pandemic - in what was already a very challenging financial climate for public
services. Like many organisations, we are faced with recovering from significant financial losses, with
school closures over the past year, dramatically reducing our catering services income.
Therefore, we are under pressure not only to sustain the quality of our current service delivery, but
to meet ever increasing demands, improve our performance, and deliver best value for our
community. To simply remain sustainable, we need to take a more commercial approach to how we
do business, as well as seeking out and developing new and innovative ways to deliver our services,
through increased collaborations with our constituent Councils, and with other partners, across the
public and private sector.
The unique nature of Tayside Contracts means that we have the flexibility, creativity, experience,
and commercial mindset to face the future with confidence and achieve our vision through our five
strategic priorities:
-

Confidence, Trust and Relationships

-

Commercial Approach

-

Collaboration and Sharing

-

Continuous Improvement and Performance

-

Communities, Councils and Customers

Our Business Plan also sets out how our essential support activities will help deliver our strategic
priorities through the vital enablers of Leadership, People, Finance, Technology, Governance and
Risk.
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As a major employer in the area, and as a service provider for the three Councils, Tayside Contracts
has a wider responsibility to help the most vulnerable in our society, promote equality of
opportunity, support our local economy recover from the pandemic, play our part in moving
towards a zero-carbon future, and build community wealth across Tayside. These are
responsibilities we take very seriously.
In facing the future, we can also reflect on a successful past. In 2021, Tayside Contracts will celebrate
its 25-year anniversary, and will do so with pride in what we have achieved so far, as the longest
serving local authority shared service in Scotland, with many outstanding achievements over the last
quarter century.
We are a high performing organisation with a clear vision and effective Elected Member and officer
leadership and robust relationships with our constituent Councils. We have sound governance and a
talented and committed workforce. This a strong foundation for us to face future challenges and
maximise future opportunities – and ensure that our dedicated and, high performing team at
Tayside Contracts, keep delivering the vital public service that our communities, customers and
colleagues rely on – to achieve our mission of ‘enhancing our communities through excellence
services’.
thank

for
this
of

Teamwork is essential, and we would
members of the Tayside Contracts Joint
Committee, colleagues from our three
constituent Councils, our affiliated
Unions, and everyone within Tayside
your part in working together to coplan, and helping to shape the future
Tayside Contracts.

Councillor Angus Forbes
Convener of Tayside Contracts

like

to

Trade
Contracts
create
success

Keith McNamara
Managing Director
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Tayside Contracts – Who We Are, and What We Do
Who We Are
For the past 25 years, Tayside Contracts has been the collaborative and commercial operating arm
for the three Councils in Tayside (our constituent Councils):
-

Angus Council
Dundee City Council
Perth & Kinross Council

We are not a private company, and we are not an independent legal entity. We are governed by a
Joint Committee of 18 Elected Members from the three Councils.
We provide essential public services to the 400,000 residents in Tayside on behalf of the three
Councils.
We currently employ 2,559 people
Our annual Turnover is around £76 million

What We Do
We are very proud of what we do in Tayside Contracts;
•

•
•
•
•
•

We are the largest civil engineering construction organisation in Tayside - carrying out
£38 million of road repairs, maintenance and construction, winter maintenance, and street
lighting improvements each year.
We are also Tayside’s largest catering organisation – serving over 5 million meals every
year to schools and community customers - that`s 30,000 meals each day.
Our Facilities Management team keep over 400 hundred buildings clean and well
maintained, and help ensure all the occupants are safe.
Our School Crossing Patrollers help to keep the children of Tayside safe when travelling
to and from school.
During the winter we treat over 355,000 kilometres of roads, to protect the travelling
public
All of these activities are supported by our highly professional Human Resources, Safety
and Training, IT, Finance, Communications, Equalities and Business Support teams – who are
invaluable to our success.

We operate as a business and carry out work for other public bodies, private firms and the wider
public. Every pound we make through our commercial activities is reinvested in our public services
and local communities.
By doing what we do, and making sure we provide high quality and cost effective services, we are
enhancing the communities of Tayside.
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Our Strategic Framework
Vision, Mission, Strategic Priorities, Enablers
This part of the Business Plan summarises what we want to be (our Vision), what we exist to do (our
Mission), and how we aim to achieve this, through:
•
•

•

our Strategic Priorities these are the most important areas which we need to focus on, to be successful
our Enablers - the things
we need to do well as an organisation, to support us achieve our Vision, Mission and Strategic
Priorities
our Values – who we
need to be; how we need to act and behave, to achieve what we want for Tayside Contracts and
our local communities.

…. and how it all fits together, into what we call our strategic framework (see Figure 1)
In summary this part of the Plan sets out how we are going to work together, and shape the
organisation, to ensure it is fit for purpose, and we are doing the right things to face the changes,

challenges and opportunities the next 3 years will bring.
Figure 1 – Strategic Framework
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Our Vision

‘A high performing and expanding shared service; proud of what we do and chosen for how
we do it’
What we want to be…………
Our Mission

‘’Enhance our communities through excellent services’
We exist to………

The following parts of the Plan go into more detail about each of our Strategic Priorities, and what
more we need to do to achieve these priorities.
Our Strategic Priorities are:
•
•
•
•
•

Confidence, Trust and Relationships
Commercial Approach
Collaboration and Sharing
Continuous Improvement and Performance
Communities, Councils and Customers

To make sure everything we do is aligned to what we really need to achieve, we have a performance
management framework which sets out a ‘golden thread’ from our Vision, Mission and Strategic
Priorities in the Business Plan, all the way to every person’s own contribution to Tayside Contracts`
priorities (see figure 2).
Figure 2 – Performance Management Framework
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Our Values
The values we share in Tayside Contracts define who all of us need to be to help achieve our vision.
Values set out how each of us need to behave and work with each other. The collective behaviours
of all our people become our culture (‘the way we do things round here’), and people will only bring
their heads, minds and hearts to work, if they feel connected to our culture.
Through engagement with our people, we have arrived at a series of values which we can all share in
Tayside Contracts. These are:

People

Performance

(how we behave with each other)

(how we will give our best at work)

•

•

•

•

We treat everyone fairly with
kindness, compassion, respect and
dignity
We understand the importance of
good physical and mental health,
safety and wellbeing, and will do
what we need to achieve these
We can express ourselves, learn,
grow and reach our full potential

•

•

We deliver upon our commitments to
our customers without sacrificing
quality
We take responsibility for our own
performance, choices, results, and
learn from mistakes
We never accept that performance
cannot improve

Partnership

Perception

(how we work with others)

(how we can shape the way others view us)

•

•

•

•

We achieve excellent results by
working together, not as
individuals
We are stronger together – we
welcome the voice and expertise
of our partners
We drive success by building
relationships and connecting

•
•

We behave and operate responsibly to
maintain the reputation of Tayside
Contracts and our constituent Councils
We support our local communities
Page | 11
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We innovate, embrace opportunity
and move with the times
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Strategic Priority
1

Confidence, Trust and
Relationships
‘Proud of What We Do, Chosen for
How We Do It’

Trust is the glue of life. It's the most essential ingredient in effective
communication. It's the foundational principle that holds all relationships.
Stephen Covey

Why is this important
Tayside Contracts can only survive and thrive if we have the strongest possible relationship of
transparency, honesty, mutual respect and trust with the Elected Members and officers of our
constituent Councils. To put it simply, we have to feel that we are part of the three Councils, and
they are part of Tayside Contracts.
This is even more vital as we look to develop our collaborative and commercial opportunities even
further, over the period of this Business Plan. We rely on Councils to trust us to deliver shared
services on their behalf – not because we have a Joint Agreement that tells them to do so – but
rather because Councils willingly choose Tayside Contracts, based on their confidence in our ability
to deliver excellent services.
Our Vision is to grow our organisation by taking on greater business opportunities beyond the
Councils in Tayside. Therefore, we also want these other prospective customers to choose Tayside
Contracts, for how we do things - for anticipating their needs, providing high quality services, and
delivering best value for them.
Our accountability to the Tayside Contracts Joint Committee is central to our success, and building
trust amongst our Elected Members will give them the confidence to support our work, and be
advocates for our activities amongst their own Councils, and beyond.
Within our organisation, our strong collective culture, focus on agreed priorities, and positive
working relationships will secure the trust and confidence we need our Councils to have, in what we
do. This applies at senior level, particularly through the Tayside Contracts Governance and Strategy
Group, but also with managers and operational colleagues from all three constituent Councils, so we
provide a seamless service to our communities.
Our ambitions can only be achieved by everyone in Tayside Contracts working as one team, whilst
also operating as part of a larger team with colleagues in our constituent Councils, and operating in
an environment where everyone is engaged, empowered and know they have something important
to offer. How we will do this is covered in the Leadership (insert link) and People (insert link) parts of
this plan.
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What are we doing now
We are proud of positive trust-building and inter-organisational close working with our constituent
Councils, including:
•

•
•

•

the positive trust developed through the Roads Maintenance Partnerships in both Dundee
City and Perth & Kinross, where we share Partnership Managers, who report jointly to both
Tayside Contracts and the Councils.
the Street Lighting Partnership, which now includes all three Councils, so this one team
provides its service across all of Tayside;
the strong working relationship between Angus Council colleagues and our vehicle workshop
maintenance staff is vital to Tayside Contracts providing an effective, seamless service, and
keeping Angus Council staff on the move.
Formal Partnering Agreements are in place with each of the three Councils for the delivery
of Facilities Management services. A recent example of the benefits of partnering was the
close working relationships with the Councils’ Education Services, which ensured that
Tayside Contracts staff were able to work in a remarkably agile way in responding to the
many variations to Education, Catering and Facilities Management services, to keep school
staff and pupils safe during the changing phases of the COVID-19 pandemic.

What we will do next
We will continue to develop relationships, based on trust, confidence and mutual understanding of
our shared objectives and goals. Our actions will centre around three main themes:•
•
•
•

Building Confidence and Reassurance
Supporting our Councils
Developing our Self Awareness

Building Confidence and Reassurance
We will work with Elected Members, both within the Joint Committee, and across the three
Councils, to identify the key areas of our activities, where they would look for further information or
more detailed reassurance of our effectiveness. We will explore these subjects through a
programme of events, either via Executive Sub-Groups of the Joint Committee, or shared
development sessions (whichever is the most appropriate approach).
We will develop our suite of key performance indicators with Joint Committee members and Council
colleagues, to ensure they are meaningful to Elected Members and Council colleagues, and are
shared openly on a performance dashboard, which gives them confidence in our transparency and
effectiveness.
We will encourage Councils to invite Tayside Contracts to attend the relevant Committees (such as
Scrutiny, Audit or Policy & Resources Committees) on a regular basis, to present on subjects of
interest to these Committees.
We will celebrate Tayside Contracts’ successes more actively with Elected Members, Council
colleagues, customers and communities – in a format that best suits these groups. We understand
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from elected Members that short bursts of information via briefings, and social media are the best
way to communicate our messages effectively, and showcase what Tayside Contracts does well.
Supporting our Councils
In response to requests from Elected members, we will develop information/induction materials for
Joint Committee members, to support them in their work, and to prepare for potential new
Members, following the 2022 Local Government Election.
We will work closely with our officer colleagues within the constituent Councils to develop a
programme of topics of concern to Councils, or areas for shared development (such as greater
collaborative or commercial opportunities), via joint improvement sessions. Not only will these
address key subject areas, they, will also foster a sense of openness and team building between
colleagues in our organisations.
A strong link between colleagues in Councils and Tayside Contracts is vital to effective feedback
loops and seamless service delivery to our customers. For example, our Facilities services, working in
partnership with our Head Teachers, Business Managers’ and clients, is an ideal platform for us to
engage and promote our services such as school meals, giving our customers the opportunity to
understand what services we can provide for them, and how we can meet their needs and
expectations.
Building our Self Awareness
We will make customer feedback both consistent and systematic across Tayside Contracts, and this
will include regular scheduled feedback from Joint Committee members, senior Council colleagues,
and Council operational staff who work alongside Tayside Contracts. Our Corporate Leadership Team
will analyse, learn from, and act on the findings.

How will we know we have been successful ?

Systematic
Evaluation of
performance from
Joint Committee and
GSG
Customer feedback
survey results from
Council ‘client’
services

Baseline
New indicator

2021/22
Measures to be
developed

New indicator

Measures to be
developed

2022/23

2023/24

Actions
To achieve this strategic objective we will:•
•

Develop a programme of priority themes for joint sessions with elected Members
Develop a shared platform of Tayside Contracts key performance information, available to
Elected Members and Council colleagues
Page | 14
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•
•
•
•

Update our Communications Strategy, to strengthen our communications with Elected
Members on developments and successes in our activities
Develop Elected Member information and induction pack, for Tayside Contracts
Establish a shared development programme with colleagues in constituent Councils
Set up a regular feedback and evaluation of Tayside Contracts performance for Joint
Committee members, the Governance and Strategy Group

(see Action Plan section for more detail)
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Strategic Priority
2

Commercial Approach
‘Business Head, Community Heart’

It’s never been more important for local authorities to develop commercial strategies
which offset the decline in funding experienced over many years
Association of Public Service Excellence

Why is this important
The need for Tayside Contracts to extend our commercial approach is more vital than ever. We
recognise that increasing our commercial income protects us from making savings in jobs and
services. This safeguards public services from declining funding experienced in recent years, and
likely to continue, as the economy recovers from the global pandemic. We also need to consider
the risk of downturn in some of our own services post -pandemic, and how we offset any shortfall,
by expanding our customer base elsewhere.
Increased commercial income also means increased surpluses to our constituent Councils, and we
pride ourselves that every pound we make through our commercial activities is reinvested in public
services and local communities - summarised by our “business head, community heart” ethos.
As the collaborative trading arm of the three constituent Councils, we are in a prime position to be
leaders in commercial activities - i.e. activities which generate a surplus (profit) from services we
provide to customers out with our constituent Councils. We also recognise that, as our Facilities
Management and Construction services are trading accounts, legally we are required to establish a
breakeven position in our finances.
Expanding on our commercial portfolio is an essential part of our vision for the growth of the
organisation. By taking on more commercial business in our core competency areas (Construction,
Catering and Facilities Management), and investigating new areas of opportunity, we can benefit
both our collaborative and commercial activities, and reduce costs to all, through economies of scale
(`bigger is cheaper`).
By thinking more commercially with a true public-sector ethos, we will also be a stimulus for
community wealth building and sustainable, inclusive economic growth - by creating new jobs, more
apprenticeships, and more investment in public services.
What are we doing now
We are clear about what our ‘commercial approach’ means. We look to attract new customers and
new business opportunities, whilst retaining existing customers; but also ensuring we are efficient
and productive, to offer both commercial customers and our constituent Councils the lowest price
Page | 16
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and best quality (this part of the Business Plan is covered under ‘Continuous Improvement (insert
Link)).
Our well-established expertise in delivering services commercially has delivered greater than
budgeted surpluses to our constituent Councils over many years. Currently 5.3% of our income
comes from commercial activities, representing over £3.9m per annum generated from external
customers. Examples of our commercial success include:
•

•

•

We have successfully provided a facilities management service for the Public Private
Partnership schools in Dundee and Angus, generating an income of £1.5m per annum, and
have successfully retained this business by winning several tender renewals, to ensure we
continue providing this service.
Our innovative cook freeze unit at Tay Cuisine will not only deliver year on year savings of
over £500,000 to Angus and Dundee City Councils and protect catering jobs and services
long into the future, it also creates tremendous commercial opportunities. This unit is
currently scheduled to produce around 5 million nursery, school and community meals but
has the potential capacity to produce up to 20 million meals per year.
We have successfully undertaken roads surface dressing contracts for numerous local
authorities and private bodies over the years, including Falkirk, Stirling, Clackmannanshire,
Fife, West Lothian and Aberdeen City. On average this generates an annual income of
£700,000, secured through commercial tendering processes.

What we will do next
We will take forward our commercial approach through three main themes:•
•
•

Deliver on Priority Commercial Opportunities
New Market Opportunities
Develop our Commercial Creativity, Skills and Culture

Deliver on Priority Commercial Opportunities
We will prioritise developing opportunities for maximising our assets and using additional capacity
commercially over longer periods, such as for evening shifts and weekend working, for example
extending the operational hours of our flagship Tay Cuisine Meals production centre.
Construction is at the core of Tayside Contracts` activities, and we will prioritise large scale
construction opportunities and strategic partnerships, particularly around wider regional roads
maintenance activities.
The wide range of further commercial opportunities available greatly exceeds our capacity to
develop and deliver these successfully, without compromising our existing high levels of excellent
service and existing valued customers. Therefore we need to prioritise our commercial opportunities
to create a ‘pipeline’, where we target options with the highest margins, and with the most realistic
prospect of success - based on analysis and objective criteria. We will agree these priorities with our
constituent Councils and the Joint Committee, and develop these into a scheduled prioritisation
plan.
We will aim, wherever possible, for business opportunities that offer longer term benefits, rather
than chasing multiple short term ‘hand to mouth’ work. Longer term commercial activities also give
us an opportunity to build our skills, and gives us more financial certainty.
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New Market Opportunities
Although our core business is centred around Roads Construction, Catering and Facilities
Management, there are exciting new and emerging opportunities which deserve our commercial
awareness, particularly around the climate change agenda, as we move to a zero-carbon society. We
will review these emerging opportunities, including the necessary research, analysis and training we
need, to embrace these future developments.
We will Investigate services we use, which are currently purchased from other organisations, to
analyse the option for bringing the service ‘in-house’. This analysis will include the required
investment in equipment, staff and skills; the level of profitability and the opportunity for us to offer
the service commercially to others; as well as a collaboration opportunity to share these services
with our constituent Councils. Our evaluation will also take into account the potential impact on
local Tayside businesses.
As a key part of our commercial growth, we will assess our current approach and develop a new
marketing plan to analyse the market, and promote our brand, showcase the services we can
provide, and attract more business, using expert commercial assistance from public and private
sector advisors.
Develop Our Commercial Creativity, Skills and Culture
To support an entrepreneurial approach in our activities, we will encourage all our people, from all
parts of Tayside Contracts, to propose creative commercial ideas, for further development,
feasibility studies, and then implementation, for the most viable proposals. This will require
investment in resources to give us capacity to explore these opportunities, and we will develop an
Innovation and Improvement Fund, to provide this level of investment and support for our ideas.
We will also carry out a commercial skills analysis to identify gaps in our activities what we need to
invest in, to strengthen our commercial approach, and entrepreneurial culture across the
organisation.
How will we know we have been successful?
Performance indicators
Income from commercial (nonconstituent Council) sources
Uptake of school meals

Baseline
£3.9m

2021/22
3% increase

2022/23
3% increase

2023/24
4% increase

New indicator
4,836,214

1% increase

5% increase

1% increase

New indicator
Actions
To achieve this strategic objective we will:-
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete our commercial prioritisation analysis, with an agreed pipeline of targeted
commercial areas, agreed with the Governance and Strategy Group and the Tayside
Contracts Joint Committee
Develop a new marketing plan for Tayside Contracts
Complete an analysis of new and emerging market opportunities
Complete a commercial opportunities study of currently outsourced services to bring in
house
Develop a scheme to invite initiatives for commercial ideas from across our workforce
Establish an Innovation and Improvement Fund, to build capacity to grow creative
commercial ideas
Carry out a commercial skills analysis for the organisation

(see Action Plan section for more detail)
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Strategic Priority
3

Collaboration and Sharing
‘Sharing the Gain’

‘The public sector needs to continue to develop collaboration and joint working to deliver more
efficient and user-focussed services. The key issue is that councils cannot on their own deliver the
kind of radical change to service provision that is needed’.
Audit Scotland; An Overview of Local Government in Scotland

Why is this important
The Scottish Government, the Chartered Institute for Public Finance and Accountancy, and Audit
Scotland, amongst others, tell us that greater collaboration between organisations offers a route to
reducing costs whilst maintaining service quality – both for customer facing services, and also for
support functions. If savings are not found through innovations such as sharing services, then our
Councils will need to find major efficiencies by other means, including service reductions.
Sharing services is not only a route to reducing costs, it also offers other benefits such as being more
attractive to recruit and retain staff; offering improved innovation opportunities by pooling
investment across partners; providing the scale to access best practice and create centres of
expertise; ensuring a large, flexible workforce available to deploy to priorities such as extreme
weather events; and having access to specialist staff that individual partners would struggle to
supply, if operating independently.
Increasing the focus on collaborative working between Tayside Contracts and our constituent
Councils will unlock efficiencies, share best practice, and allow us to offer services to our
communities, to an extent that would otherwise be unachievable in the current financial climate.
Taking a proactive approach to collaboration allows our own Councils to plan and deliver a shared
approach on their own terms, and to set an example of good practice. The alternative is to risk
intervention and direction from central government, where collaboration may be imposed, with far
less opportunity for us to shape the best model for the Councils and communities of Tayside.
What we are doing now
Tayside Contracts has been recognised as an exemplar model of shared service provision by several
public bodies, including the Scottish Government and Audit Scotland. Our longstanding record in
delivering shared services has been supplemented by recent activities, including:
•

Through our Integrated Facilities Management Services initiative, over 500 janitorial and
school crossing patrol employees transferred from the three Councils to Tayside Contracts.
This transfer removed duplication, streamlined service delivery, maximised economies of
scale and created additional savings to the Councils over £640,000 per annum. In a recent
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•

survey of Head Teachers, 83% considered service quality to have improved following the
transfer to Tayside Contracts.
In recent years Dundee Roads Maintenance Partnership were the winners of the Association
of Public Service Excellence (APSE) award for ‘Best Service Team Highways, Winter
Maintenance and Street Lighting Services’ and the Transport Team also received an award
for ‘Best in Transport Operations and Vehicle Maintenance’- just a small example of the
benefits of delivering a service through an integrated model.

•

Street Lighting is a core service delivered by Tayside Contracts through a tri Council
integrated partnership model established in 2019, maintaining a large scale illuminated asset
to keep people safe – this includes 72,000 illuminated columns, 4,560 illuminated signs and
1,380 illuminated bollards. The Partnership also undertakes a variety of electrical and
lighting commissions for private sector clients and developers.

•

The development of Roads Maintenance Partnerships in Dundee and Perth and Kinross, the
Street Lighting Partnership across all three Council areas, and the transfer of fleet services
from Angus Council have contributed to greater efficiencies and service improvements. It is
estimated that these integrated arrangements have saved over £200k in staff costs alone.

What we will do next
We aim to enhance our collaboration activity through three main themes:•
•
•

Targeted Extension of Key Shared Services
Develop a Shared Programme of New Collaborative Opportunities
Develop our Capacity and Skills

Targeted Extension of Key Shared Services
We will build on our proven track record of delivering high quality shared services to deliver greater
efficiencies, savings and improvements. The target areas are:
•

Road Maintenance

The Scottish Government’s National Roads Maintenance Review has stressed the importance of the
benefits of a collaborative approach to roads-related functions, and the Scottish Government and
Audit Scotland have expressed frustration over the lack of progression nationally. Although our work
in Tayside places us much further ahead than most areas in Scotland, there are greater opportunities
for fuller integration, and a real opportunity to build on the willingness from the three Councils to
pursue greater levels of roads service collaboration.
•

Tay Cuisine

The opening of our flagship cook/freeze meals production facility provides a wealth of collaborative
opportunities, principally linked to the likely extension to universal free school meal provision for all
primary pupils, likely to be introduced in 2022. This presents opportunities to provide this service for
other Scottish Local Authorities, which may otherwise struggle to cope with the additional demand.
Another collaborative opportunity for Tay Cuisine is the provision of community meals, and other
food related services to all three of our constituent Councils, which could be achieved at a minimal
cost by maximising the available capacity at Tay Cuisine.
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•

Climate Change

The zero-carbon agenda will revolutionise areas such as transport and energy management in
buildings. We will work with the three Councils to share our approaches, and explore ways for
Tayside Contracts to become a provider of zero carbon services, such as electric vehicle charging and
home energy conservation for our three Councils, and also for other customers.
Develop a shared Programme of New Collaborative Opportunities
The range of further collaborative opportunities are considerable, and we need to develop a future
‘pipeline’ of potential shared opportunities into a programme, agreed by both Elected Members and
senior officers across the three Councils, which fit with our business strengths, and would not
compromise Tayside Contracts` future financial viability.
We have developed a draft shared criteria to assess and prioritise the different opportunities, and
we will work with Councils to develop an agreed programme of collaborations, for the next 3 years
and beyond.
Develop our Capacity and Skills
We believe that Tayside Contracts is well positioned and structured to deliver further mutually
beneficial shared services for our constituent Councils, whether through integration with ‘client’
services to remove duplication of effort and improve cohesion (such as our joint work with Roads
Maintenance and Street Lighting Partnerships, and Integrated Facilities Management Services) - or
through providing complementary activities, currently carried out by private contractors for our
Councils.
However, we are not complacent, and the establishment of shared services requires a particular set
of skills. We will assess our skills and capabilities, and where necessary, train and develop our people
to hold the skills and mindset needed to work successfully in partnership with our Councils; develop
robust business cases; and implement large scale projects successfully. We want to become a
nationally recognised centre of excellence for co-creating and successfully implementing shared
services.
The opportunities available for collaboration greatly exceed our capacity to deliver, and we need to
ensure that our collaborations have the appropriate levels of staffing resources, and funding to
provide the capacity to be successful. If we expect these major initiatives to be delivered as an addon to peoples` busy operational jobs, we run the risk of failure. Having an Investment in
Improvement fund will ensure we have capacity to support future successful collaborations.
How will we know we have been successful?
Performance Indicators
Tayside Contracts’ additional income
through increased shared services
Financial savings to our constituent
Councils through greater collaboration

Baseline
£71m
New indicator
New indicator

2021/22
2%

2022/23
4%

2023/24
4%

Measures
to be
developed
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Actions
To achieve this strategic objective, we will:
•

•

•
•
•

Identify opportunities for further collaborative service delivery using a criteria-based priority
programme of collaborative opportunities, by ; and agree them with our constituent Councils,
and the Tayside Contracts Joint Committee.
Develop in partnership with our constituent Councils, a pipeline of business cases for further
collaborations (if the business cases are approved), and implementation plans to deliver on the
collaborations.
Establish a business case development framework to robustly assess potential collaborative
opportunities which objectively considers risk, skills gap analysis and resources.
Implement an ‘Innovation and Improvement Fund’ to ensure we have the capacity to support
more collaboration.
Develop a skills development/training programme to deliver on successful collaborative
opportunities.

(see

Action

Plan

section

for

more

detail)
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Strategic Priority
4

Continuous Improvement and
Performance
‘Think like a customer, act like a
taxpayer’

Continuous Improvement is about achieving a shift in culture so we always think about
how we can maximise our efficiency, effectiveness …simplify, standardise and streamline
everyday systems and processes across our business …. and challenging ourselves
personally to improve our performance and grow our skills whenever we can.
UK Government Continuous Improvement Strategy

Why is this important
The need to make sure we are delivering excellent public services at the right time, in the right way,
and to the right people and communities, has never been greater.
In a climate of continuing uncertainty, the ongoing delivery and future sustainability of public
services requires us all to be more innovative and open to change; we must be more entrepreneurial
and innovative, and less risk averse in our approach to service design and delivery, in order to make
the best use of the limited resources that we have, and provide the best service to our customers
and communities. From a commercial perspective, the more efficient and effective we are, the
more competitive we will be.
As most of our services are publicly funded, we understand that we must gain maximum value from
the money available, and be accountable to the public for the spending decisions that we make and
the services that we deliver, to ensure our statutory Best Value duty. Every pound of public money
must go further. Therefore, we need a focus like never before on improving performance, through
greater innovation, continuous improvement, and rigorous performance management.
Through meaningful, regular engagement with our customers, we can identify and focus on what
matters to them, and deliver services in a way that better meets their needs and represents value
for money for them. By doing this we retain our existing customers, and attract new ones.
It is important that our constituent Councils, our Elected Members, and the public understands what
we are doing and why, what we are doing well, and what we can be doing better. Therefore clear,
timely and accurate performance reporting and communication is vital, to build and retain their trust
in what we do.
What are we doing now?
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We have a track record of managing change for success, over the last 25 years. Recent examples
include:

•

•

•
•

Our development of a Reed Bed System to treat gully waste delivers financial and
environments benefits, and reduces substantial cost of landfilling this type of waste, saving
us £450,000 per year. This initiative won a Vision in Business for the Environment in Scotland
(VIBES) award.
Our winter maintenance service has adopted many innovative new processes and
techniques, including route optimisation, which has reduced costs and improved winter
maintenance coverage; gritter tracking now means that the public can see online where our
gritter vehicles have been; the switch to mined rock salt from marine salt delivers financial
savings of £400,00 per annum; and use of dual-purpose vehicles for the delivery of the
winter service. 60% of the frontline winter maintenance fleet is now dual-purpose which
reduces costs through these vehicles being able to be utilised all year round.
The merger of our catering and cleaning services generated year on year staff cost savings of
circa £200,000.
The standardisation of school menus across the Tayside school estate was a major
achievement, which generated substantial efficiencies the three Councils in the provision of
the school catering service.

What we will do next
Our focus on continuous improvement will centre on three main areas:•
•
•

Making the Best Use of our Assets
Unlocking Innovation
Evidence based Performance Prioritisation

Make Best Use of Our Assets
In our drive to protect jobs and public services, we will focus on the best use of our physical assets –
properties, vehicles, equipment and technology. Through robust asset management approaches, we
will ensure diminishing resources are targeted at priorities, and improving our efficiency.
The global pandemic, accompanied by the remarkably rapid adoption of new technology, has shown
that we no longer need to rely on an exclusively office-based model of service delivery. Working with
our Council partners there is a real opportunity to ‘build back better’ from the pandemic and share
accommodation – releasing savings from building operating costs and freeing us from future
maintenance cost obligations.
Working with our Council colleagues we will extend this approach to investigate sharing other
facilities such as depots across Tayside. We will look to extend these discussions to other public
services, where shared accommodation and facilities could deliver mutual savings.
Experience in other operational settings has shown that maximising the use of vehicle and
equipment assets creates more capacity and opportunities for significant efficiencies. We will look at
options for extending longer operating hours to maximise the usage of our equipment, and
therefore increase capacity and reduce costs.
Unlocking Innovation
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The most creative ideas come from those closest to the work activities, as they best understand
what improvements are possible, to streamline what we do, and cut out unnecessary steps. Even
small innovations can make a difference, especially when we add them all together. We will
encourage our people to act on their ideas, and opportunities to improve what we do; not to be
scared of coming forward with ideas, and to be supported in taking action – whilst appreciating that
not every idea will work out, and not to apportion blame to those trying hard to make changes for
the better.
Evidence from local authority innovation and improvement programmes shows that creating the
capacity to deliver transformation initiatives – whilst delivering valuable daily public services- is the
single largest obstacle to successful transformation. Potentially transformative innovations are not
progressed due to lack of time and space to take them forward. In recognition of this barrier, our
proposed Investment in Improvement Fund will provide phased funding to engage temporary staff
time, additional support capacity, external expertise, technology and other requirements, which will
support making the changes happen successfully.
Evidence Based Performance Prioritisation
A focus on evidence gathering and review will inform us on what needs to improve. Evidence will
drive our priorities, plans, actions and spend. As part of a positive leadership culture at all levels, we
need to ensure data and evidence is challenged, and performance targets are adjusted or reviewed
in light of what data and evidence actually tells us.
Measuring our performance and sharing this with partners means we will know whether we are
driving continuous improvement in service delivery and achieving best value for public resources.
Measuring what is important (not just what is easy to measure) is vital to informing what needs to
improve. This continuous focus on performance review represents an important part of our
leadership and accountability to our Councils and communities.
We will ensure that self-evaluation is embedded into our partnership working and extend robust
self-evaluation and self-awareness will help us to understand our strengths and areas for
improvement which will give the highest value returns.
Benchmarking will be a feature of our improvement approach as we use formal and informal
networks to identify the best performance, which we can adapt to improve our own activities.
How will we know we have been successful?
Customer
satisfaction levels
Efficiency savings
and costs avoided
APSE Benchmarking
Catering

Baseline
New indicator
New indicator

62%
median/upper
quartiles

2021/22
Measures to be
developed
Measures to be
developed

2022/23

2023/24

70% median/upper
quartiles

70% median/upper
quartiles

70% median/upper
quartiles

86%

87%

88%

New indicator
Cleaning

85%
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Transport

median/upper
quartiles

median/upper
quartiles

median/upper
quartiles

median/upper
quartiles

New indicator

70% of activities
median/upper
quartiles

75% of activities
median/upper
quartiles

80% of activities
median/upper
quartiles

60% of activities
median/upper
quartiles
New Indicator

Actions
To achieve this strategic objective, we will:
•
•
•
•
•

Review our office and other property requirements, including sharing opportunities with
partners
Investigate extending operating hours for our plant and equipment to maximise the best
uses of these assets
Implement an Improvement and Innovation Programme
Review our performance management, measuring and reporting processes, to identify
priority areas for improvement
Review our benchmarking networks and processes, to highlight improvement opportunities

(see Action Plan section for more detail)
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Strategic Priority
5

Communities, Councils and
Customers
‘Creating Community Wealth`

The public services of the future must not only continue to provide a safety net for the
vulnerable, but make a coherent contribution to a stronger, healthier, economically viable
and more equitable society
Commission on the Future Delivery of Public Services

Why is this important
Narrowing inequalities gaps, making a difference to our most vulnerable citizens, and giving people
an equal chance in life, are motivators which sit at the heart of our role as public servants. We
recognise the need to support economic recovery and growth from the global pandemic, to rebuild
lives and businesses. We all share the social and legal responsibility to accelerate the transition to
zero carbon, to protect future generations from the catastrophic effects of climate change.
As one of the largest employers in the area with a firm commitment to corporate social, ethical and
environmental responsibility, we are in a strong position to support the wider ambitions of our
constituent Councils and our communities, to enhance the lives of everyone in Tayside.
We have a responsibility to share in delivering the Council’s strategic aims around equality and
fairness; economy and education; community empowerment; tackling climate change and building
community wealth. We are well placed to contribute to the wider ambitions for Tayside, expressed
in the Tay Cities Deal, to drive inclusive, sustainable economic growth.
Taking on these wider responsibilities also makes commercial sense. As more public sector
procurements include community benefit clauses in their tender assessments, we need to
demonstrate we can meet these terms, when we bid for public service contracts.
Supporting employability and skills initiatives also makes good business sense. We have an ageing
workforce, and similar to many areas of public service, we have a shortage of skills in key technical
posts. Therefore, connecting to the wider Tay Cities Deal agenda gives us an excellent opportunity to
help people into employment, diversify and rebalance the age profile of our workforce, whilst
‘growing our own’ skilled staff, for the future sustainability of the organisation.
What are we doing now
Some examples of the steps we have already undertaken to support these wider ambitions are:-
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•

We are proud to have worked in partnership with the Dundee Bairns Fun and Food
Programme since April 2016. During that period we have supported the provision of more
than 300,00 meals to children who need additional support, across the city of Dundee.

•

Our Occupational Health procurement, included a community benefit clause, where the
service provider must hold a minimum of 5 activities each year, spread across the Tayside
geographical area, to include work experience placements and awareness raising sessions
focusing on health improvement in the workplace.
Our Street Lighting teams have installed over 9,000 LED lights which will save 2.5 million
kWh of energy – equivalent to the power consumed from watching TV by the entire
population of Tayside for one week.
95% of construction materials which we excavate is recycled into various approved
aggregates for reuse. This reduces the volume of new aggregates required, delivering
financial and environmental benefits, with a reduction to landfill of 70,000 tonnes annually.
Our new Tay Cuisine unit provides energy/environment benefits. For example the unit uses
75,000 hours less energy for food production, as well as a reduction in fuel usage and carbon
emissions by reducing the number of food runs, and increased use of smaller delivery
vehicles.

•
•
•

What we will do next
Working with our Councils and other parties, we will help achieve the needs of our communities and
support the most vulnerable in our society - and will do so under three themes:•
•
•

Equality and Community Empowerment
Economy and Education
Environment

Equality and Community Empowerment
Many of our staff work with communities on a day-to-day basis. Others may have less of a direct
involvement, however its everyone`s responsibility, regardless of their role, to support the
empowerment of our communities. This will involve promoting new and different ways of working,
as we collaborate at local level, and share skills and resources with our communities.
We will review our Procurement Strategy to ensure that sufficient weight is given to fair work,
community benefit and procurement equality duties. We will support this by reviewing our
community benefit clauses on our tender documentation, considering best practice from other
organisations - to demonstrate the power of effective procurement to lever social and
environmental benefits.
We will develop a ‘Tayside Contracts Community Fund’ where we will support community
empowerment, by offering local community groups our services (e.g. catering for events, minor
road/parking repairs; small maintenance jobs; professional guidance), at no cost to the community
groups - with groups from all parts of Tayside given an equal opportunity to access this support.
Supporting communities is at the core of what we do, and many of our staff already volunteer with
local community groups in their private lives. We want to give more of our staff the opportunity to
help communities – whether this is through ‘hands on’ activities such as litter picking or supporting
foodbanks, or through our professional/technical skills such as accountancy or logistics skills. We will
develop a Volunteering Policy where we can support staff to volunteer including giving time away
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from work. Not only does this help our communities, it can be both fulfilling, and provides team
building opportunities for our people.
We recognise our ability to tackle social inequality on the front line and we will review all our
activities to ensure that all our actions meet the requirements of the Public Sector Equality Duty.
We will review and update the Equality Impact Assessments for all our services and activities to
ensure that none of our customers or staff are unfairly disadvantaged.
Economy and Education
The Tay Cities Deal sets out an ambitious agenda to increase employability and skills. We will work
with Council employability teams and Skills Development Scotland to create pathways to give
guidance, training and employment opportunities with Tayside Contracts. This could include giving
guaranteed job interviews to defined groups. We will also explore opportunities for engagement
with Developing the Young Workforce, recognising the disproportionate impact that the Covid-19
pandemic is anticipated to have on the employment prospects of young people.
To support our local businesses, we will work closely with local food and other producers, to
maximise their access to our procurement opportunities and supply chains, in a way which ensures
all parties meet their legal responsibilities. Work is already underway with a group of local food
producers and the National Farmers Union to progress this agenda.
We will work with Councils’ Education Services, as well as local schools and Universities to make
connections with Tayside Contracts, so we add value to the education experience, support career
paths and positive destinations, and potentially attract a new generation of local talented people to
work with us.
Environment
We also need to accelerate the transition to zero carbon to meet our constituent Councils` clear
ambition to respond to the Climate Emergency. A key element in this transition will be to move our
200 vehicle fleet away from petrol/diesel dependency. We are working with the constituent Councils
and Michelin Dundee Innovation Parc to explore electric and Hydrogen fuelled alternatives for our
fleet.
Climate change is already here, and we work with partners in the Tayside Local Resilience
Partnership to respond to extreme weather such as flooding and winter weather conditions. Severe
weather incidents are expected to be more prevalent, and we will review our preparedness to these
challenges.
We will develop a Tayside Contracts Climate Change Plan which will address:•
•
•

Adaptations we need to move to zero carbon emissions
Mitigation measures against the negative impacts of climate change already being
experienced
The business opportunities for providing services to support the transition to zero carbon,
(detailed in the ‘Commercial’ and ‘Collaboration’ parts of our plan)

How will we know we have been successful
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Level of local (Tayside and
surrounding area) procurement
spend
Living wage employer
accreditation
Number of local Community
activities supported
Number of people supported
through placements and
employment

Baseline
54%

Accredited
New indicator
New indicator

2021/22
55%

Accreditation
retained
Measures to be
developed
Measures to be
developed

2022/23
56%

Accreditation
retained

2023/24
58%

Accreditation
retained

Actions
To achieve this strategic objective, we will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review community benefit provisions in our procurements
Develop a Tayside Contracts Community Fund to support local community empowerment
Establish a Volunteering Policy as part of our Wellbeing Strategy
Review and update our equality impact assessments
Develop a plan for Tayside Contracts to support the `Empowered and Inclusive` Tay City Deal
aspirations for employability and skills development
Work with Education colleagues to establish a plan to support educational development in
schools
Produce a Climate Change Plan for Tayside Contracts

(see Action Plan section for more detail)
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Enablers - Leadership
Why is it important
Based on our own self -evaluation and valued feedback from our stakeholders, we realise that our
leadership has to evolve, for Tayside Contracts to survive the changing conditions, and thrive into
the future.
Our leaders are role models for the organisation’s values, integrity, social responsibility,
relationships and strategic direction. Our leaders need to have the capability and capacity to ensure
not only the continued success of the organisation, but also have the ability to continuously
innovate, to diversify and to grow our organisation, in order to achieve our vision for Tayside
Contracts.
We recognise that ‘command and control’ leadership will not deliver the organisation we need to be
- leadership has to be shared throughout the organisation. To successfully evolve, our leaders need
to reflect on, and change our own behaviours - to be willing to push power, responsibility, and
development of new ideas throughout the organisation - and not fear that the business will fall into
chaos if we give up this level of control.
Strategic leadership is vital for us to be a proactive organisation, rather than constantly reacting. Our
senior leaders have to focus most of their attention on the ‘big-picture’ issues that require changes in
organisational culture, structure, and resources, because of ever-changing shifts in external threats and
opportunities, as well as the need to make changes in our own internal operations. Distributing
leadership throughout the organisation releases senior leaders’ capacity to tackle these higher level
issues.
What are we doing now
Our leadership development journey has been in progress for years, examples include:
•

•

•

•

We have carried out a collective review of our leadership roles and responsibilities between
the Executive, corporate and senior leadership teams, including devolving responsibility to
those closest to the operational activity.
We have delivered a leadership development programme to our leaders using the
Strengthscope assessment tool and utilising a 360 degree feedback approach. The approach
is designed to develop employee performance, maximise peoples` potential, identify core
capabilities of employees, and ensure each individual is utilising them in the correct manner.
To supplement this approach we also engaged with the Interpersonal Dynamics Inventory
(IDI) behaviour assessment tool to assist our leaders see how their behaviour is perceived by
others, to help build stronger, more transparent relationships between individuals and
within teams.
In order to recognise good leadership, we have created a ‘LEADS by Example’ Tayside
Excellence Award which is open to any Tayside Contracts employee who displays who
displays exceptional performance and the characteristics of an effective leader.

What we will do next
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Our three priority areas are:
•
•
•

Developing Leadership Behaviours
Distributed Leadership Throughout the Organisation
Succession Planning

Developing Leadership Behaviours
Through development sessions, involving leaders throughout the organisation, we will jointly map out
how we share and show the leadership traits we wish to see in ourselves and each other. This will be
supported by focussing on leadership attributes at one to one sessions, and more formally at the
annual Tay Review meetings.
As an organisation we must also accept that some mistakes may be made along the way, and
acknowledge that a “blame culture” will stifle change and innovation, and therefore hinder or derail
any progress. We recognise the importance of learning from our mistakes.
We will employ the ‘Unwritten Ground Rules’ (UGR) concept to unearth the unwritten or unspoken
behaviours, routines and other aspects of our culture which are counter-productive to our Vision,
Mission and Values. We need to be honest to ‘call out’ these UGRs when we see them, and support
each other in developing a positive culture, aligned to what we want to achieve for Tayside Contracts
and our communities.
Distributed Leadership Throughout the Organisation
To support innovation and resilience, we will foster a shared belief that “leadership” should rest with
whoever is best positioned to exercise it, regardless of job title. We will look to all levels of the
organisation to demonstrate a leadership approach to our activities, as we maximise the
contributions from all our employees, to fulfil our ambitions.
Strong shared leadership is essential to support staff in new ways of working. We will develop an
authorising environment where staff can be innovative and use their professional judgement,
confident of support from their leaders. We will continue to develop this approach through shared
discussions across the organisation on what this means, how we can achieve this collective approach
(including agile working, multidisciplinary teams and a spirit of experimentation), and what are the
barriers we need to tackle to get there.
Put simply, we want to have a ‘think yes’ culture where everyone is engaged and empowered to do
the best for Tayside Contracts and our communities.
Succession Planning
Developing a framework for talent management and succession planning which will be critical to our
future success. We have excellent people in Tayside Contracts. We also acknowledge there is a
confidence, skills and capacity gap for our people to take the leap from an operational or supervisory
role, into management, and then onto senior leadership roles.
We will proactively identify and develop potential future leaders, so they will be ideally placed to fill
key roles, when these become available. This will include formal and informal development
processes, broadening peoples experience, offering lead roles on important projects, and
assessment of competencies.
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How will we know we have been successful
Number of employees who
are rated in terms of
management performance
as competent or excelling in
current role.
Positive leadership results
from either Investors in
People or employee survey.

Baseline

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

85%

>85%

>86%

>87%

80%

>80%

>80%

>80%

Actions
To achieve this strategic objective, we will:
•
•
•

Introduce sessions on Unwritten Ground Rules throughout the organisation
Develop a communications programme to encourage engagement and empowerment
Review our succession planning support arrangements

(see Action Plan section for more detail)
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Enablers - People
Why is this important
All we are and all that we can be in Tayside Contracts, is reliant on our people. We know we have a
talented and skilled workforce who demonstrate their passion and commitment to public service,
through their resourcefulness and professionalism each and every day.
Resilience and flexibility are key to becoming a more agile organisation which is essential, as we
explore and implement new ways of thinking and working with our constituent Councils, other
partners, customers and communities.
We place great value on our people and recognise that their knowledge, expertise and performance
have a direct impact on the performance of the organisation, and the achievement of our Business
Plan objectives. It is more important than ever that every employee has the opportunity to fully
contribute to our evolving programme of improvement. It is the discussions, engagement and twoway communication that we hold with each other that will capture hearts and minds, and lead us
forward.
Our culture is experienced differently by all of us although we all contribute to it. It is based upon
the shared attitudes, beliefs, customs and rules (written and unwritten) that have been developed
over time and are considered acceptable to us. We show our organisational culture to others in the
way we conduct ourselves and communicate with others. Our culture and values need to underpin
and support what we want to achieve for Tayside Contracts and our communities.
Resilience comes in part from involving all our people in sharing our vision, mission, priorities and
values, encouraging their learning to boost creativity and innovation, and supporting them through
the changes our organisation needs to make.
To be successful it is vital that we effectively recruit, retain, reward, motivate, train and develop all
employees to realise their full potential and continuously enhance their contribution to the
achievement of our shared vision, mission and strategic priorities.
A safe working environment and good employee wellbeing produces positive attitudes, engagement,
motivation and creative thinking and is an important factor in employee engagement, which is
fundamental to our core value of ‘People’.
What are we doing now
We have a clearly set out approach to workforce planning and development, to encourage learning
and development for the skills and roles we will require in future, and to support our people’s health
and wellbeing.
• We recognise the need to continually prioritise the health, safety and wellbeing of our
employees through our Wellbeing Strategy and Action Plan and our robust Safety
Management System.
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• Supporting, encouraging and enabling employees to maintain a healthy balance between
their work and other interests and responsibilities in their life is a core principle which
underpins our Wellbeing Strategy.
• We value positive working relationships with our affiliated Trade Unions, and hold regular
meetings and engagements to ensure we support our people. This valued relationship has
been strengthened more recently by the intense joint work we and the Trade Unions have
been engaged in, to respond to the ever-changing COVID pandemic challenges.
What will we do next
Our priorities are centred around three themes:
•
•
•

Organisational Development
Engaging our People
Systems and Rules

Organisational Development
We will develop an Organisational Development Framework which will outline our approach to
achieving the aims of our Business Plan, focussing on the priority themes of:
•
•
•
•

High Performing Teams
Happy and Engaged Workforce
Ready for Change
Developing our People

We will continue our work on organisation design, ensuring that job roles are flexible and responsive
to the changing needs of the organisation and our people. This will provide opportunities for
personal and professional development, builds leadership at all levels, encourages learning and
development for the skills and roles we will require in future, and helps ensure that we remain to be
an employer of choice within the Tayside area.
Engaging our People
Many elements of this Business Plan emphasise the importance of developing a shared
understanding of the changing world in which we are operating; the need for change and the need
to work together to tackle challenges; increasing the pace of improvement, and achieving the best
for our communities.
Engagement will take place across the organisation on the key points of the Business Plan to
support the development of our shared understanding. The change we look for will only become a
reality if everyone engages and understands their own contribution. To ensure that we are engaging
and listening, we will be adopting a few specific methods including:
•
•
•

Unwritten ground rules (UGRs) – as detailed in the Leadership session, this programme
challenges the difference between what we say, and what we actually do.
Employee surveys and temperature checks - in using employee engagement mechanisms,
we will clarify the development support our people need and want.
Discussion sessions – we will hold learning events to ask for feedback and suggestions in
relation to how we support each other and how we achieve our priorities.

Systems and Rules
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Changing the way we think and work must be supported by organisational systems and rules which
supports behavioural change to an ‘authorising environment’, a risk positive approach to our
activity, a focus on innovation and improvement, an entrepreneurial state of mind and the proactive
pursuit of commercial opportunities. We will examine our organisational rules (such as policies,
processes and procedures) to ensure that they are robust but also flexible to be responsive and
focused on supporting the direction set out in the Business Plan.

How will we know we have been successful?
Number of days lost due to
sickness absence
Employee turnover
RIDDOR accident numbers
Positive results from Investors in
People employee survey results
Investors in People accreditation
Equal Pay – biennial
independent analysis of TC pay
and conditions
Gender Pay Gap – biennial
publication

Baseline
6.2%

2021/22
<6.2%

2022/23
<6.1%

2023/24
<6.0%

12%
16
80%

<12%
<16
>80%

<11.5%
<15
>80%

<11%
<14
>80%

Accreditation
Retained
Equality – proof
pay systems

Accreditation
Retained
Equality – proof
pay systems

Accreditation
Retained

Accreditation
Retained
Equality – proof
pay systems

18.4%

<18%

<17%

Actions
To achieve this strategic objective, we will:
•
•
•

Develop an Organisational Development Plan for Tayside Contracts
Establish a staff engagement programme around the shared objectives in the Business Plan
Incorporate our Business Plan priorities into our programmed review of our policies and
procedures

(see Action Plan section for more detail)
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Enablers - Financial Management
Why is this important
Our financial management underpins everything we do. To make appropriate business decisions, we
rely completely on clear, accurate, timely and robust financial information. Effective management
of our finances is essential to meeting legal requirements, good governance practices and to ensure
the trust of our constituent Councils, to have faith in us delivering services on their behalf.
A key factor of our financial role is giving assurance to our Joint Committee and constituent Councils
on our financial position – in a clear and concise manner.
As a commercial organisation we aim to maximise income and control expenditure. We need to
build our budgets accordingly, ensuring continued financial sustainability and adherence to the
Statutory Trading Account requirement of breaking even over a rolling three year period.
In order to demonstrate Best Value, and support our Councils in dealing with serious budget
constraints arising from the COVID pandemic, we need to look for every available financial saving,
efficiency and income generation opportunity. Our Finance Team are essential in this quest, due to
their close working relationships with operational colleagues.
What are we doing now
We have been successful in maintaining continued financial sustainability - delivering efficiency
savings, and returning higher than budgeted surpluses year on year. However, this will become
more and more challenging in the future, particularly due to the massive disruption to our services
arising from the COVID pandemic.
What will we do next
Our main priority areas are:
•
•
•

Recovery from the Pandemic
Financial Systems Development
Finance Team Customer Engagement

Recovery from the Pandemic
Our financial planning has to reflect the reality of a post pandemic financial climate. We are
developing a financial recovery plan, and will develop savings/income options based on potential
future financial scenarios facing our constituent Councils. This will rely on the specialist knowledge
of our finance team to work with frontline and support services to highlight savings, income and
efficiency opportunities.
Financial Systems Development
Effective systems automate processes, releasing staff time to invest in higher level development
activities. Systems also enable quicker clearer richer and more accurate management data, for more
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informed decision making . We will focus on our systems development work during the course of the
Business Plan period.

Finance Team Customer Engagement
We acknowledge the value that the Finance Team members bring to their colleagues and the
financial support they provide. We will focus on areas that this support can be enhanced to
colleagues in Tayside Councils and our constituent Councils.
How will we know we have been successful
Achieve required
budgeted surplus for
the Constituent
Councils

Baseline
£800k

2021/22
Meet budgeted
surplus, agreed
by Joint
Committee

2022/23
Meet budgeted
surplus, agreed
by Joint
Committee

2023/24
Meet budgeted
surplus, agreed
by Joint
Committee

Actions
To achieve this strategic objective, we will:
•
•
•

Complete a COVID Financial Recovery Plan
Implement our programme of financial systems development
Establish `customer feedback` mechanisms to identify what further support our Finance
Team can give to their internal customers

(see Action Plan section for more detail)
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Enablers - Technology
Why is this important
We are reliant on technology. This is evident from the virtually overnight transition from our
workforce based in various locations, to operating from home, to meet the lockdown restrictions of
the COVID pandemic.
Our focus on technology has great potential to release capacity, with transformation proposals in
areas such as mobile working, working from home, vehicle tracking, and analysis of data – all of
which are capable of delivering great improvements in productivity and efficiency.
By embracing new opportunities and leveraging existing tools to improve business processes, we use
technology and innovation to create a more efficient organisation and improve alignment between
IT initiatives and our Business Plan objectives.
We will meet customer demands for better, faster, more accessible services by offering improved
digital offerings which our users (both within Tayside Contracts, and our partners and customers)
can ‘self serve’ to access anytime of the day.
What are we doing now
Our Digital Strategy ensures that server, desktop, cloud and voice technology meets the current and
future needs of Tayside Contracts whilst providing a seamless and secure technology environment
that provides high levels of availability and reliability for end users.
Our datacentre at Contracts House provides the organisation with essential on-premise routing,
server, telephony, security firewall and remote access technology. We continue to adopt crucial
cloud based services where they are both economically viable and sustainable.
The rollout of Office 365 prior to the pandemic in conjunction with leading edge VPN technology
allowed us to quickly implement an agile strategy to allow staff to work safely and securely from
home during periods of lockdown. This has resulted in a significant step forward towards new and
more efficient forms of collaboration. We understand that is a challenge to offer this level of agility
to our front line operational staff out on site, and we are looking to use mobile phones and smart
digital devices to extend connectivity and communication as far as possible, to share the benefits of
technology to these colleagues.
We take cyber security seriously and have implemented leading-edge email and web security
measures, allowing us to safeguard the organisation from malicious cyber threat and loss of data.
What will we do next
To maximise the technological benefits, and counter potential threats our priorities can be
summarised as:
•
•
•

Infrastructure
Agility and Mobility
Security

Infrastructure
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We will continue to upgrade and renew core IT systems and hardware to ensure they are up to date
whilst removing obsolete systems.
Further developing our “cloud-first” strategy wherever practical will remove the reliance on onpremise hardware and maintenance and provide opportunities for more efficient data storage and
sharing.
Our corporate IP telephony system will be extended to all office locations.
Agility/Mobility
We will leverage our investment in Microsoft 365 to further develop productive and efficient
collaboration and sharing including opportunities for partnership collaboration using guest access in
Microsoft Teams.
We will enable school based Facilities users to collaborate and communicate in Microsoft 365,
increasing efficiency and maximising data sharing possibilities across the front line estate.
We will embrace the principle of agile working, bringing people, processes, connectivity and
technology, time and place together to find the most appropriate and effective way of working to
carry out tasks.
Security
We will combine best of breed solutions to further enhance our security posture, including endpoint
antivirus, web and email protection, encryption and mail archiving. By selecting the best products
for our needs we will demonstrate best value whilst further protecting our staff and data.
Two-factor authentication will be enabled on all secure VPN connections adding a further layer of
security for remote access users.
We will look to retain our Cyber Essentials certification - maintaining a current and active
certification provides reassurance to our customers and partner organisations that we are proactive
in securing our IT systems against attack and demonstrates our commitment to cyber security.
How will we know we have been successful
Actions
To support our strategic objectives, we will:
•
•
•

Implement our “cloud-first” strategy
Roll out the use of Microsoft 365
Implement security solutions to protect our network and business operations

(see Action Plan section for more detail)
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Enabler - Governance and Risk
Why is this important
Governance
“Governance” is a well, recognised term but an often, misunderstood concept. Many people see it
simply as the rules and controls in place within an organisation but it is in fact much broader; it
encompasses our culture, leadership, values, systems, processes, controls and resources and more
importantly, how these are directed and managed to enable us to achieve our objectives set out in
this Plan. Far from being a barrier to getting things done, good governance is a key enabler for
organisational success, and is integral to our success and sustainability.
With the challenges facing Tayside Contracts, it is even more important that we continue to maintain
strong governance. This includes rules for authorising decisions and spending, systems for managing
risk, processes for reporting and scrutinising financial and service performance, and ensuring
appropriate standards of behaviour.
Risk
Public sector bodies have traditionally had a culture of avoiding risk. The scale of the challenges
facing us are such that taking a risk adverse approach is no longer credible. Instead, we need to be
intelligent about risk if we are to continue to be successful. We must recognise that risk taking is not
only inevitable, but necessary.
This does not translate to ignoring risks or taking an irresponsible approach. To ensure decisions are
made with risk in mind, when we develop and decide on options and proposals, we will be clear
about the risks associated with each option. As part of this culture of risk awareness, and to create
capacity in the organisation, we need to balance the controls of strong governance with risk
management within an empowering environment, where decisions and responsibility are devolved
to the most appropriate level in the organisation (see Leadership section).
We know that to be effective, process must follow culture. Changing our risk management processes
and procedures will not deliver value to our organisation if our organisational culture remains static.
Developing a more risk intelligent culture takes time and will require meaningful challenges to be
made to our established ways of operating.
What are We Doing Now
We have sound governance arrangements, evidenced by successive positive internal and external
audit reports, and a programme of future audit reviews developed by our internal and external
auditors, taking into account key organisational risks, and priorities identified by Joint Committee
Members, and our management team.
We work closely with our internal and external auditors, to ensure key areas of our activities are
included in their audit plans.
Our Risk Strategy is in place, and has been robustly tested extensively by the challenges of the global
pandemic.
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What we will do
Our priorities will focus on :
•
•

Governance
Risk Culture and Systems

Governance
We will ensure that governance arrangements are reviewed in parallel with the changes set out in
this Business Plan. As part of that review, we will ensure our internal controls are robust, to give
confidence that the planning and management of our finances, assets, workforce, performance, and
risk is effective, and aligned to the delivery of our Business Plan objectives, and the achievement of
best value.
Risk Culture and Systems
We will promote proactive risk management throughout the whole organisation. As part of the
empowering environment we want to create, our staff will understand the value of risk
management; are supported to make appropriate risk based decisions; and to take personal
responsibility for the management of risk at every level.
Our aim is to be a risk intelligent organisation where risk management is fully integrated into our
decision making and business processes, enabling Tayside Contracts to deliver more cost efficient
and effective services, be innovative and enterprising, and to continuously improve.
We will review our risk management processes to ensure that:
•
•
•
•

They remain relevant and fit for purpose as our internal and external context changes
They are effective in mitigating threats and maximising benefits to our organisation and the
community
Our risk criteria remain relevant in a rapidly changing public sector landscape
As an organisation we capture learning from our risk management activities

How will we know we have been successful
Compliance with
CIPFA/Solace
delivering good
governance in Local
Government
framework
Internal Audit
Reviews
Annual external audit
outcome

Baseline
>80%

2021/22
>88% compliance

2022/23
>89% compliance

2023/24
>90% compliance

New
indicator

All reviews graded
as ‘Strong’ or
‘Substantial’
Positive audit
report

All reviews graded
as ‘Strong’ or
‘Substantial’
Positive audit
report

All reviews graded
as ‘Strong’ or
‘Substantial’
Positive audit
report

New
indicator
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Actions
To achieve this strategic objective, we will:
•
•

Examine our governance processes to ensure compatibility with the objectives of this
Business Plan
Review our risk strategy and arrangements to ensure our people are supported to make
appropriate risk, based decisions

(see Action Plan section for more detail)
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Business Plan Monitoring and Review
Why is this important
It is an essential part of ensuring the trust and confidence of our constituent Councils that we have a
clear monitoring process in place to measure the performance of the organisation against the
objectives and priorities which have been detailed in this Business Plan.
To ensure openness and transparency in this process, the Governance and Strategy Group of senior
officers from our three constituent Councils will be involved in the quarterly monitoring and review
process. This will ensure that there is continued engagement with senior representatives of the
constituent Councils throughout the life of the Business Plan.
Also, to ensure that Elected Members can fulfil their responsibilities in terms of corporate
governance, an update report will be provided to the June and November meetings of the Tayside
Contracts Joint Committee over the life of the Business Plan.
Review
Although this Business Plan covers three years, the dynamic environment and constantly changing
operating conditions make it imperative that we keep the Plan under review. Therefore, the Plan will
be reviewed and refreshed at the start of each calendar year, or more frequently if necessary.
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Our Action Plan
No Action

Theme

Lead Person

Target Completion Date
Year 1
Year 2
June 21
Programme
set up start
of year

Develop a programme of
priority themes for joint
sessions with elected
Members
Develop a shared
platform of Tayside
Contracts key
performance information
, available to elected
Members and Council
colleagues

Confidence,
Trust and
Relationships

Managing Director

Confidence,
Trust and
Relationships

Head of Financial
Services

Sept 21

Develop Elected Member
information and induction
pack, for Tayside
Contracts

Confidence,
Trust and
Relationships

Head of FM and
Human Resources

Jul 21

Establish a shared
development programme
with colleagues in
constituent Councils

Confidence,
Trust and
Relationships

Managing Director

June 21

Set up a regular feedback
and evaluation of Tayside
Contracts performance
for Joint Committee
members, the
Governance and Strategy
Group

Confidence,
Trust and
Relationships

Managing Director

June 21

Year 3
Programme
set up start
of year

Updated
prior to
May 22
elections
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Update our
Communications Strategy,
to strengthen our
communications with
Elected Members on
development and
successes in our activities
Complete our commercial
prioritisation analysis,
with an agreed pipeline of
targeted commercial
areas, agreed with GSG
and Joint Committee

Confidence,
Trust and
Relationships

Head of FM and
Human Resources

Sept 21

Commercial
Approach

Head of Operations

Aug 21

Develop a new marketing
plan for Tayside Contracts

Commercial
Approach

Head of FM and
Hunan Resources

Mar 22

Complete an analysis of
Commercial
new and emerging market Approach
opportunities

Head of Operations

Sept 21

Complete a commercial
opportunities study of
currently outsourced
services to bring in house

Commercial
Approach

Head of FM and
Human Resources

Nov 21

Develop a scheme to
invite initiatives for
commercial ideas from
across our workforce

Commercial
Approach

HR Manager

Aug 21

Establish an Innovation

Commercial

Managing Director

Apr 21
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and Improvement Fund,
to build capacity to grow
creative commercial ideas

Approach/
Commercial
Approach

Carry out a commercial
skills analysis for the
organisation
Identify opportunities for
further collaborative
service delivery using a
criteria-based priority
programme of
collaborative
opportunities, by ; and
agree them with our
constituent Councils, and
the Tayside Contracts
Joint Committee.

Commercial
Approach

HR Manager

Aug 21

Collaboration
and Sharing

Head of Operations

Jul 21

Develop in partnership
with our constituent
Councils, a pipeline of
business cases for further
collaborations (if the
business cases are
approved), and
implementation plans to
deliver on the
collaborations.

Collaboration
and Sharing

Head of Operations

Oct 21

Establish a business case
development framework
to robustly assess

Collaboration
and Sharing

Managing Director

Aug 21
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potential collaborative
opportunities which
objectively considers risk,
skills gap analysis and
resources.
Develop a skills
development/training
programme to deliver on
successful collaborative
opportunities.

Collaboration
and Sharing

HR Manager

Sept 21

Review our office and
other property
requirements, including
sharing opportunities
with partners

Continuous
Improvement
and
Performance

Managing Director

Initial
review May
21

Investigate extending
operating hours for our
plant and equipment to
maximise the best uses of
these assets

Continuous
Improvement
and
Performance

Head of Operations

Initial
Review
Sept 21
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Implement an
Improvement and
Innovation Programme

Continuous
Improvement
and
Performance

HR Manager

Aug 21

Develop and implement
updated communication
strategy 2021-24

Continuous
Improvement
and
Performance

Head of FM and
Human Resources

Sept 21

Source and implement
new HR Management
System and provide
extensive training across
the workforce

Continuous
Improvement
and
performance

Head of FM and
Human Resources

Mar 22

Review our performance
management, measuring
and reporting processes,
to identify priority areas
for improvement

Continuous
Improvement
and
Performance

Head of Financial
Services

Nov 21
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Review our benchmarking
networks and processes,
to highlight improvement
opportunities

Continuous
Improvement
and
Performance

Head of FM and
Human Resources

Mar 22

Review community
benefit provisions in our
procurements

Communities,
Councils and
Customers

Managing Director

June 21

Develop a Tayside
Contracts Community
Fund to support local
community
empowerment

Communities,
Councils and
Customers

Facilities Business
Manager

Oct 21

Establish a Volunteering
Policy as part of our
Wellbeing Strategy

Communities,
Councils and
Customers

HR Manager

Jul 21
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Draft and implement
Equalities Mainstreaming
Report, including:
Publishing Gender Pay
Gay
Conducting Equal Pay
Analysis
Review and update
equality impact
assessment policy, and
process and documents

Communities,
Councils and
Customers

Head of FM and
Human Resources

Develop a plan for
Tayside Contracts to
support the `Empowered
and Inclusive` Tay City
Deal aspirations for
employability and skills
development

Communities,
Councils and
Customers

Facilities Business
Manager

Nov 21

Work with Education
colleagues to establish a
plan to support
educational development
in schools

Communities,
Councils and
Customers

Facilities Business
Manager

Aug 21

Apr 21
Apr 21
Apr 21
Dec 21
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Produce a Climate Change
Plan for Tayside
Contracts

Communities,
Councils and
Customers

Managing Director

Oct 21

Introduce sessions on
Unwritten Ground Rules
throughout the
organisation

Enablers Leadership

Managing Director

Aug 21

Develop a
communications
programme to encourage
engagement and
empowerment

Enabler –
Leadership

Head of FM and
Human Resources

Jul 21

Review our succession
planning support
arrangements

Enabler Leadership

HR Manager

Dec 21
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Develop an Organisational Enablers Development Plan for
People
Tayside Contracts

HR Manager

Oct 21

Establish an engagement
programme around the
shared objectives in the
Business Plan

Managing Director

Apr 21

Incorporate our Business Enablers Plan priorities, ethos and People
values
into
our
programmed review of
our
policies
and
procedures

HR Manager

As part of
programme
of policies
reviews

Complete
a
COVID Enablers –
Financial Recovery Plan
Financial

Head of Financial
Services

Plan
developed
by June 21

Enablers People

Management

As part of
programme
of policies
reviews

As part of
programme
of policies
reviews
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Implement
our Enablers –
programme of financial Financial
systems development
Management

Head of Financial
Services

Programme
to be
established
Sept 21

Establish
‘customer Enablers –
feedback’ mechanisms to Financial
identify what further Management
support our Finance Team
can give to their internal
customers

Head of Financial
Services

Sept 21

Examine our governance Enablers –
processes
to
ensure Governance
compatibility with the and Risk
objectives of this Business
Plan

Head of Financial
Services

Oct 21

Review our risk strategy Enablers –
and arrangements to Governance
ensure our people are and Risk
supported
to
make
appropriate risk, based
decisions

Head of Financial
Services

Dec 21
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